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 In nanopowder synthesis, the starting powder to be evaporated is infused in a 

plasma torch through the upper coil and the lower coil in the coupled model 

of inductively coupled thermal plasma (coupled-coil inductively coupled 

thermal plasma (ICTP)). Mixing these evaporated materials to form the 

coupled ICTP significantly influences the thermodynamic and transport 

properties. It is essential to understand these complex interactions between 

coupled ICTP and feedstock evaporation. This research investigated the 

thermal interactions between silicon raw material powder (Si) with ICTP in 

coupled 99%Ar/1%H2 through the numerical model developed for the 

synthesis of Si nanopowder. The feed rate of the Si raw material was set at 

0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 g/min. This implies that the increased Si feed is too heavy 

to vaporize all the injected feed. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

Inductively coupled thermal plasma (ICTP) at high power and high pressure is commonly used as a 

heat resource and a chemical resource in material handling. Examples are thermal barrier spray coating  

[1], [2], transparent conductive oxide deposition [3], diamond film deposition [4], [5], and surface 

transformation [6]. The advantage of ICTP in preparing this material is that ICTP has a high density and high 

enthalpy of chemical species with a gas temperature of about 10,000 K. In addition, ICTP does not require 

electrode removal. It can offer clean thermal plasma without any contamination measure for this benefit. The 

synthesis of nanomaterials is one of the important applications of ICTP, such as nanotubes [7], [8], 

nanoparticles [9]–[14], fullerenes [15], [16]. In these examples, the ICTP process is generally used by a one 

coil ICTP close to the plasma torch. 

Synthesis of nanomaterials in plasma torch, the raw material powder is infusion to be evaporated in 

ICTP with the high-temperature field. Mix this evaporated material into the cooled ICTP to nucleate and 

synthesize the nanomaterials. Meanwhile, its effect on the thermodynamic properties and the main plasma 

transport properties causes changes in temperature and gas flow field and the evaporation rate of raw 

materials at ICTP. During this treatment, ICTP has a large infusion of raw material powder and causes 

instability with disruptive effects. In surprising cases, ICTP can be restrained by too heavy an infusion of raw 

material powder. 

The solution to this problem, a coupled coil model of inductively coupled thermal plasma (coupled 

coil-ICTP), has been developed. The coupled coil-ICTP has two different coils in a dielectric cylindrical 

tube. Research conducted by Siregar et al. [17] on coupled coil-ICTP for injecting raw material powder and 

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-sa/4.0/
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plasma torch. Several numerical studies have also studied temperature behaviour in coupled coil-ICTP  

[17]–[19]. We also expanded the coupled type of pulse-induction modulated thermal plasma system 

(coupled-PMITP) [20] and later the coupled-ICTP system. The currents of the two amplitude-modulated coils 

provided by the two different input powers are suitable for coupled-PMITP. It can produce temporally and 

spatially modulated induced thermal plasma fields. It can produce transiently and spatially modulated 

induced thermal plasma fields, which can be used for advanced material processing. However, several 

publications have been published on the temperature field and gas flow in the linked coil-ICTP with 

increasing raw material powder infusion. 

The main objective of this work is a computational program that was used in a coupled coil ICTP 

with powder infusion analysis to find the gas flow field and temperature behaviour by regenerating our 

calculation type for a one-coil ICTP with powder infusion of matter [21]–[24]. The Inductively coupled 

thermal plasma (ICTP) coupled-coil is suitable for upper and lower coils of the same diameter. The two 

disjunct coil currents (upper and lower coils) in the coupled coil ICTP are provided by two different 

interrupted input current resources with different running frequencies. While the powder of the infusion 

feedstock evaporates in the lower coil area of the ICTP, the upper coil’s maximum temperature area can be 

used to stabilize the ICTP. 

This coupled-coil ICTP could be useful, for example, for the synthesis of nanomaterials. The 

advanced type for coupled-coil ICTP with the infusion feedstock powder solves the energy, momentum, and 

mass conservation calculation for thermal plasmas involving thermal interactions with the infusion feedstock 

powder. The motion of the powder particles is obtained by solving the computational equations for the 

individual particles. The effect of infusion rate on gas flow field and temperature was investigated. This 

investigation found a specific allocation for the starting material vapor concentration and temperature in the 

coupled-coil ICTP. 

 

 

2. THE PROPOSED METHOD 

The coupled coil-ICTP configuration has two types with different turn numbers in one plasma torch. 

ICTP torch configuration with eight-turn and twelve-turn coils, as shown in the Figures 1(a) and (b), 

respectively, for the coupled-coil plasma torch [20]. The plasma torch is constructed of an inner diameter of 

64 mm, and a quartz tube with a length of 320 mm. Running water cooled by water sits on the walls of the 

quartz tube. This torch has a topmost coil and bottom coil in one plasma torch for the coupled coil. The 

length of each coil is 20 mm. The distance between the ends of the topmost coil and the topmost of the 

bottom coil is set at 40 mm for all conditions. In this paper, the infusion feeding powder is set to three feed 

rates such as 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 g/min for calculation. The one-coil has 8 swivel coils with one plasma torch 

and is connected to one power resource at the operating frequency [21]. In this study, an electromagnetic 

field is produced at one frequency. Two main conditions are considered for coupled coils: One situation has  

8 rotating coils. The other has 12 swivel coils with two disjunct coils in single plasma torch. It is connected to 

two separate power sources at different frequencies. In this study, the frequency of the electromagnetic field 

produced is split into two components. In this case, we have assumed two coils to relate to two different rated 

450 and 300 kHz are the two most common frequencies on two different RF powder supplies of  

15 and 10 kW to give the rf coil current. Our experiment discusses different operating frequencies with a 

decoupling electrical circuit for each coil [22]. 

Meanwhile, a combination of argon (Ar) and hydrogen (H2) gas is produced as the envelope gas 

from the topmost of the plasma torch. To prevent plasma from entering the quartz tube, sheath gas is given 

along the inner wall of the tube with a vortex. The electromagnetic field produced by the connected coil's 

current can hasten the electrons in the plasma of the torch to produce plasma mainly by the effect of electron 

ionization. A water-cooled line for powder infusion of raw materials is attached from the top of the torch to 

the lower coil's 4-5 turns coil along the middle axis, as depicted in Figures 1(a) and (b). In the case of the 

synthesis of Si nanomaterials, Silicon (Si) feedstock powder is infused from above through the torch axis 

concurrently with carrier gases Ar and H2 by water-cooled pipes [21], [23]. 

This paper makes numerical calculations to simulate the gas flow field and temperature. The 

coupled coil-ICTP described above operates at two different frequencies. Furthermore, in our research,  

one-coil ICTPs are operated with one frequency, and coupled ICTPs at two frequencies are simulated 

numerically. The one-coil ICTP was treated as an infusion of feeding powder at 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 g/min 

between two coils with the same operating frequency. On the other hand, coupled ICTP has the same 

infusion powder as one coil ICTP between two coils with the same operating frequency and two different 

operating frequencies [25]. 
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(a) (b) 

 

Figure 1. Structure ICTP torch has two coils (a) an eight-turn coil and (b) a twelve-turn coil 

 

 

3. METHOD  

3.1.  Modelling assumptions of coupled-coil ICTP 

The ICTP coupled coil design is based on the basic particle-source-in-cell (PSI-cell) research from 

Crowe et al. [26]; this method is in addition to Proulx et al. trials [27], [28]. The design implies that the 

following situations adjust to the coupled coil ICTP: i) The ICTP coupled coil is in thermodynamic 

equilibrium on a local level (LTE). As a result, all temperatures are the same, including the electron 

temperature, excitation temperature, and severe particle temperature. The chemical equilibrium situation is 

confirmed in advance for all reactions; ii) Optical thinning is approximate for plasmas at wavelengths bigger 

than 200 nm. For wavelengths smaller than 200 nm, 20% of the amount emission coefficient is calculated to 

examine the successful light absorption for radiation displacement [29], [30]; iii) Laminar, axisymmetric and 

stable flow is estimated with negligible viscous dissipation; iv) Particle-to-particle connection is not required 

for the infusion resource material particles; v) The raw material powder radius is significantly bigger than the 

plasma fraction’s mean free path; vi) The starting powder is always spherical, even during evaporation; vii) 

The powder surface of the raw material is warming evenly by the surrounding thermal plasma. As a result, 

uniform evaporation also occurs around the surface of the particle; viii) The influence of the particle’s 

electrical charge is not critical; ix) The missile’s impact by the emitted ablation steam is not significant; and 

x) Infusion of titanium raw material powder is evaporated individually by thermal plasma heat. Therefore, 

evaporation develops uniformly about the particle surface [31]. 

 

3.2.  Calculation conditions in one-coil ICTP and coupled-coil ICTP 

As noted above, two main conditions have been considered: one situation is where two disjunct coils 

in a thermal plasma torch have been joined in series with the input mains power resource at a one 

performance frequency. The producing electromagnetic field is created at one frequency. This situation is 

called in this work “one frequency coil”. Another situation is that the two disjunct coils in the plasma torch 

are joined to two exempt electrical input power resources at distinct frequencies. In this study, the resultant 

electromagnetic field has two units of the frequency. This state is known as “coupled coil” to describe this 

work. 

In this numerical simulation, the topmost coil drive frequency is set at 450 kHz, and the bottom coil 

current is set at 300 kHz for the coupled coil ICTP. In general, the total input power of the coupled coil is  

25 kW. It consists of a 15 kW topmost coil and a 10 kW bottom coil for all situations. However, the input 

power and one-coil ICTP frequency are 25 kW and 450 kHz, respectively. The pressure in the chamber is 

arranged at 300 Torr (=40 kPa). The numerical situation is described in Table 1. The Ar and OH gas 

compound’s flow value used as the envelope gas has been set at 90 and 10 Lpm, respectively. The silicon 

feedstock powder is thought to be fed through a water-cooled tube, including into the torch shaft of the 

plasma torch head. For comparison, the infusion rate of Si raw material powder was set at 0.05, 0.1, and 

0.05 g/min for one-coil ICTP and coupled coil ICTP. Table 2 summarizes the thermodynamic properties of 

the silicon starting powders used for the numerical simulations. 
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Table 1. Numerical analysis conditions 
Parameter Single-coil (8-turn coil) Tandem coil (8 and 12-turn coils) 

Input power [kW] 25  
- Upper coil  15 

- Lower coil  10 

Frequency [kHz] 450  
- Upper coil  450 

- Lower coil  300 

Sheath gas flow rate [L/min] 90 90 
Feeding powder rate [L/min] 0.1 0.1 

Carrier gas flow rate [L/min] 4 4 

Pressure [Torr] 300 300 

 

 

Table 2. Thermodynamic parameter of silicon 
Parameter Condition 

Injection load [g/min] 0.05, 0.2, 0.5 

Mass density [kg/m3] 2,329 
Melting temperature [K] 1,687 

Boiling temperature [K] 2,628 

Latent heat for melting [J/kg] 1,787,000 
Latent heat of evaporation [J/kg] 12,784,000 

Specific heat of solid [J/(kg K)] 712 

Specific heat of liquid [J/(kg K)] 915 
Thermal conductivity [W/(m K) 150 

 

 

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

4.1.  Temperature allocation of one-coil ICTP 

The initial calculation was carried out for one-coil ICTP Ar-H2 with powder infusion of raw 

material Si to compare with the ICTP coupled coil. A one-coil has a coil that operates with the same 

frequency of 450 kHz and current. The ICTP’s total input electrical power was arranged at 25 kW in this 

study. The temperature allocation of one ICTP with powder infusion at 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 g/min is shown in 

Figures 2(a) to (c). As shown in Figures 2(a) to (c), the one-coil ICTP has a temperature range above  

12,500 K for 10 mm <r<32 mm radial position and 140 mm <z<265 mm axial position. Current through the 

thermal plasma to be warming in a large temperature range. These results indicate that the low-temperature 

zone above expands in the axial direction with an increasing infusion of Si raw material because the energy 

consumption for Si raw material is evaporation. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 2. Temperature allocation in Ar-H2 one-coil ICTP with Si infusion at distinct feed powder rate in 

(a) 0.05, (b) 0.01, and (c) 0.5 g/min 

 

 

The allocation of the one ICTP temperature with increasing infusion feed rate is clearer in Figure 3. 

Figure 3 describes the axial temperature allocation at r=5 mm for distinct infusion feed rates. This figure 

shows that the temperature has the same profile on the torch axis for all conditions from z=0 to 220 mm. 
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Subsequently, this axial temperature increased by about 10,000 K (Si 0.5 g/min), 10,500 K (Si 0.1 g/min and 

0.05 g/min) from z=220 to 280 mm. 

The radial temperature allocation at z=260 mm is seen in Figure 4. As illustrated here, improving 

the feed rate shrinkages the axial temperature of the ICTP. However, the powder level of the raw material 

hardly affects the temperature beyond the 6 mm radial position. This implies that the Si administration of  

0.5 g/min is too heavy to vaporize all the feedstock injected in a one ICTP. The high-temperature area uses 

joule heating, the more internal input power to the local one-coil ICTP. The power density allocation is 

shown in Figure 5 for different infusions of raw material powder, such as in Figure 5(a) 0.05 g/min, 

0.01 g/min in Figure 5(b), and 0.5 g/min in Figure 5(b). This figure shows that the increase in feedstock 

powder infusion does not differ significantly in power density because feedstock powder infusion disrupts the 

high-temperature area in the one-coil just slightly. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 3. Axial temperature allocation in Ar-H2  

one-coil ICTP at a radial condition of 5 mm with Si 

infusion at distinct feed powder rate 

Figure 4. Radial temperature allocation at radial 

condition of 260 mm in Ar-H2 one-coil ICTP with Si 

infusion at distinct feed powder rate 

 

 

 
 

Figure 5. ArH2 one-coil ICTP power density allocation through an 8 turn coil infused with Si at a given 

powder feed rate in (a) 0.05 g/min, (b) 0.01 g/min, and (c) 0.5 g/min 

 

 

4.2.  Temperature allocation of coupled-coil ICTP with eight-turns coil 

A one ICTP does not have a disjunct high-temperature area, but only one high-temperature area is 

obtained. This chapter explains that two coupled coils are used with various frequencies of operation. The 

temperature allocation in a coupled-coil ICTP with eight turns, with powder infusion of 0.05,  

0.1, and 0.5 g/min powder as shown in Figures 6(a) to (c), respectively. This numerical simulation 

incorporates the fixed input electrical power of the upper and lower coils to 10 and 15 kW, respectively. 

Figures 6(a) to (c) show that the temperature allocation has elongated agglomerate in the high-temperature 

zone. This high-temperature area lowers the axial temperature by increasing the infusion of raw material 

powder between coils from 0.05 to 0.5 g/min. Current flow in the thermal plasma to be warming in high-
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temperature areas. These results indicate that with an increasing infusion of Si raw material, the axial 

temperature shrinkages because the energy consumption for Si raw material is evaporation. Furthermore, 

coupled-ICTP with eight coil windings reaches a maximum temperature of about 15,000 K, higher than  

one-coil ICTP. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 6. Temperature allocation in Ar-H2 coupled-coil ICTP using an 8-turn coil and Si infusion at a distinct 

feed powder rate in (a) 0.05, (b) 0.01, and (c) 0.5 g/min 

 

 

Figures 7 and 8 depict the axial temperature distribution at r=5 mm and the radial temperature 

distribution at z=260 mm, respectively, to explain the temperature difference in the powder infusion 

conditions of raw materials. As shown in Figure 7, the axial temperature in the ICTP coupled coil (8 coils) is 

almost the same as in Figure 3. The temperature does not change on the torch axis for all conditions from  

z=0 mm to 220 mm. Subsequently, this axial temperature increased by about 10,000 K (Si 0.5 g/min), 10 and 

500 K (Si 0.1 and 0.05 g/min) from z=220 to 280 mm. 

 

 

 
 

  

Figure 7. Axial temperature allocation in Ar-H2 

coupled-coil ICTP using a radial condition of 5 mm 

and Si powder infusion at a distinct feed powder rate 

Figure 8. Radial temperature allocation at radial 

condition of 260 mm in Ar-H2 coupled-coil ICTP 

with Si powder infusion at distinct feed powder rate 

 

 

The temperature allocation of the eight-winding ICTP coupled-coil radial in Figure 8 is slightly 

different from that of the one ICTP in Figure 4. The coupled coil ICTP at a temperature allocation of  

z=260 mm reaches a maximum temperature of about 12,500 K, higher than that of the one coil ICTP. As 

depicted in Figure 8, increasing the feed rate lowers the axial temperature of the coupled-coil ICTP. 

However, the powder infusion of raw materials hardly affects the temperature outside of the 7 mm radial 

position. This implies that administering Si at 0.5 g/min is too heavy to vaporize all the feedstock injected in 

the coupled-coil ICTP with eight coil turns. 
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The high input power of the joule heating is shown in Figure 9. The power density allocation of 

joules heating in a coupled-coil ICTP torch with 8-turns is depicted in Figures 9 (a) to (c) with powder feed 

rate in 0.05 g/min, 0.01 g/min, and 0.5 g/min. As shown there, the increase in feedstock powder infusion did 

not differ significantly in power density because feedstock powder infusion only marginally interrupted the 

high-temperature zone in the higher coil. The bottom coil’s large temperature area can also be employed to 

evaporate the powder infusion. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 9. Ar-H2 coupled-coil ICTP power density allocation through an 8 turn coil infused with Si powder at 

a given powder feed rate in (a) 0.05 g/min, (b) 0.01 g/min, and (c) 0.5 g/min 

 

 

4.3.  Temperature allocation of coupled-coil ICTP with twelve-turns coil 

Temperature allocation in a coupled ICTP with 12 rotating coils on different feeding powder 

infusions of 0.05, 0.1, and 0.5 g/min, as depicted in Figures 10(a) to (c). The water-cooled pipe is set to 

z=220 mm in this case. The temperature allocation on the 12-turn coil in Figure 10 is longer, from z=105 mm 

to z=220 mm, than the temperature allocation on the 8-turn coil in Figure 6, but the maximum temperature is 

lower. This high-temperature area lowers the axial temperature by increasing the infusion of raw material 

powder between coils from 0.05 to 0.5 g/min. Current flow in the thermal plasma to be warming in high-

temperature areas. These results indicate that the above low-temperature area extends in the axial direction 

with an increasing infusion of Si raw material. The energy consumption for the Si raw material is coupled-

evaporating ICTP with a twelve-turn coil. Furthermore, the ICTP coupled coil with twelve turns reaches a 

maximum temperature of about 14,000 K, less than the ICTP coupled with eight turns. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 10. Temperature allocation in Ar-H2 coupled-coil ICTP using a 12-turn coil and Si infusion at a 

distinct feed powder rate in (a) 0.05, (b) 0.01, and (c) 0.5 g/min 
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The axial temperature allocation at r=5 mm in the coupled-coil ICTP (12 coils) with different 

feedstock powder infusions is depicted in Figure 11. As provide in Figure 11, the axial temperature in the 

ICTP coupled coil (12 coils) is almost the same as in Figures 3 and 7. The temperature did not change on the 

torch axis for all conditions from z=0 to 220 mm, but the lowest maximum temperature allocation was at feed 

rates of 0.5, 0.1, and 0.05 g/min. 

The radial temperature allocation of the coupled-ICTP with twelve windings in Figure 12 is slightly 

different from that of the one ICTP in Figure 4 and the coupled coil (8 coils) in Figure 8. As depicted in 

Figure 12, an increase in the feed rate shrinkages the axial temperature of the coupled-ICTP. However, the 

powder infusion of raw materials hardly affects the temperature beyond the radial position of 7.5 mm. This 

implies that the Si administration of 0.5 g/min is too heavy to vaporize all the co-injected feedstock-ICTP 

with twelve coil turns. Furthermore, the temperature allocation reaches a maximum temperature of about 

11,500 K, which is smaller than coupled-ICTPs with eight coil windings. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 11. Axial temperature allocation in Ar-H2 

coupled-coil ICTP using a 12-turn coil and Si 

infusion at different feed powder rates at a radial 

condition of 5 mm 

Figure 12. Radial temperature allocation in Ar-H2 

coupled-coil ICTP using a 12-turn coil and Si 

infusion at distinct feed powder rate at the radial 

condition of 260 mm 

 

 

The power density of a coupled ICTP with a coil of 12 windings with Joule heating is also shown in 

Figure 13 with powder feed rate in (a) 0.05 g/min, (b) 0.01 g/min, and (c) 0.5 g/min. The configuration and 

combination of the coupled-ICTP can affect the temperature allocation and the allocation of the input power 

density. The comparison of the high-power density zone with coupled-ICTP (12 coils) is located higher up, 

as depicted in Figure 13, although the coupled-coil ICTP (8 coils) is positioned downwards. In this way, the 

high-temperature area and the input power density can be controlled by adopting a coil configuration. 

 

 

 
 

Figure 13. Ar-H2 coupled-coil ICTP power density allocation through a 12 turn coil infused with Si powder 

at a given powder feed rate in (a) 0.05 g/min, (b) 0.01 g/min, and (c) 0.5 g/min 
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The behavior of the Si raw material particles injected into the ICTP one-coil and the ICTP coupled 

should be estimated with the particles warming, melting, and evaporating because of their mobility. 

Furthermore, the decrease of particle diameter across time and space during the evaporation procedure. 

Figure 14 shows the variation in particle diameter as a purpose of axial location in a one ICTP with 0.5 g/min 

powder infusion of the starting material. The behavior of 35 particles was the count for the 7 diameters and 5 

starting locations of the infusion particles for statistical studies. Figure 14 described that the particle diameter 

does not require replacement to 220 mm in the axial location because the particles are all contained within 

the water-cooled pipe. The particles began to fly towards the ICTP from a 220 mm axial point. ICTP then 

heats it up. After heating during its flight, evaporation causes the diameter of the Si powder to shrink. The 

particle diameter gradually shrinks to 0.25 m while the ICTP warms the particles violently, which leads to the 

formation of Si vapor in the ICTP. As seen this illustration, all particles evaporate completely in seven initial 

locations with five initial diameters up to an axial location of 265 mm. 

Figure 15 shows the fluctuation of Ti particle diameter in an ICTP coupled coil with an eight-turn 

coil with 0.1 g/min powder infusion of the starting material. The most important point is that the Si particles 

evaporate faster in the coupled coil ICTP than in the one-coil ICTP. Therefore, the coupled coil ICTP offers a 

favorable temperature field for evaporation, while in stable operation, the ICTP remains in the upper area of 

the plasma torch. 

A similar trend can be seen in Figure 16, where variations in particle diameter occur in the ICTP 

coil along with the twelve turns coil. All particle diameters shrink with time, and the axial position is 220 mm 

after the start of evaporation. This shrinkage, in turn, implies that the ICTP coupled coil has a favorable 

temperature field for evaporation. At the same time, for reliable operation, the ICTP stays toward the top of 

the plasma torch. 

Figure 16 shows the radial temperature allocation at z=260 mm. An increase in the feed rate 

shrinkages the axial temperature of the ICTP. However, the powder level of the raw material hardly affects 

the temperature beyond the 6 mm radial position. This implies that the Si administration of 0.5 g/min is too 

heavy to vaporize all the feedstock injected in a one ICTP. High-temperature areas have more internal input 

power. 

 

 

  
  

Figure 14. Variation of the diameter of the 35 Si 

particles in Ar-H2 coupled-coil ICTP using a 12-turn 

coil with supplied 0.05 g/min 

Figure 15. Variation of the diameter of the 35 Si 

particles in Ar-H2 coupled-coil ICTP using a 12-turn 

coil with supplied 0.01 g/min 
 

 

 
 

Figure 16. Variation of the diameter of the 35 Si particles in Ar-H2 coupled-coil ICTP using a 12-turn coil 

with supplied 0.5 g/min 
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5. CONCLUSION 

As described here, the gas flow field and temperature are numerical simulations for the coupled coil 

ICTP. A lower coil in a plasma torch is formed for nanopowder production, and two upper coils confirm the 

ICTP coupled coil. The temperature allocation and evaporation of Si powder from the starting material with 

the coupled-coil ICTP were recorded for the different infusions of the starting material powder between the 

upper and lower coils and the coil turns. The conclusion showed that the temperature allocation of the ICTP 

Coupled-coil has increased in the high-temperature range, which can be controlled disjunct on the ICTP 

Coupled-coil. Meanwhile, with an increasing infusion of Si feed powder, the axial temperature shrinkages 

because the power consumption for Si feed is evaporation, and the Si feed is more than 0.5 g/min, too heavy 

to vaporize all injected feed. These results indicate that the ICTP and the twelve-turn coil provide a favorable 

temperature field for evaporation. Simultaneously, the ICTP remains in the plasma torch's top region for 

steady operation. This cost-effective temperature range and evaporation are expected to be an ICTP coupled 

coil advantage over one coil. 
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